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An introduction to FinIA & FinSA

FinIA & FinSA introduction
Regulatory background and core objectives of the legislative acts
Core objectives

Regulatory background
Federal Financial Institutions Act (FinIA)1)

Strengthen investor protection

FinIA imposes a differentiated authorisation and supervisory regime on all
financial institutions („chain system“).
Some of the financial institutions will be prudentially supervised by an
independent supervisory organisation which will be authorised and supervised
by FINMA.

Strengthen competitiveness of the financial
center

Federal Financial Services Act (FinSA)1)
FinSA determines how the financial service providers conduct their services and
offer financial instruments.
Main topics are the training and professional development of relationship
managers, the clarification duties (S&A) of the financial services provider when
providing investment or transaction advice and the new client segmentation
including its opting system.
Current Swiss financial market regulation architecture

Future Swiss financial market regulation architecture

National Bank Act (NBA) (2003)

National Bank Act (NBA) (2003)

Financial Market Supervision Act (FINMASA) (2007)

Financial Market Supervision Act (FINMASA) (2007)

Federal Financial Services Act (FinSA) (01.01.2017)

Financial Market Infrastructure Act (FMIA) (01.07.2017)

Financial Institutions Act
(FinSA) (01.01.2017)

PfG6)
(1930)

VAG4) (2004)/
VVG5)(1908)

CISA3)
(1995)

BEHG2)
(1995)

BankG1)
(1934)

PfG6)
(1930)

VAG4) (2004)/
VVG5)(1908)

Anti-Money Laundering Act (AMLA ) (1997)

CISA3)
(1995)

BEHG2)
(1995)

Anti-Money Laundering Act (AMLA ) (1997)

BankG1)
(1934)

Both acts will integrate into and extend the
existing architecture of Swiss financial
markets regulation (see next slide).

Minimize competitive distortions between service
providers

Achieve congruence with EU regulations to the
extent possible while accounting for Swiss
peculiarities

Introducing the new regulatory regime will bring strong analogies to EU financial markets regulations, especially MiFID II
1) Both acts are still in draft status. For reader-friendliness we forego the addendum “draft”
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Current and future set-up of Swiss financial market regulation
The legislative acts will seamlessly integrate into and extend the existing architecture
Current Swiss financial market regulation architecture

Future Swiss financial market regulation architecture

National Bank Act (NBA) (2003)

National Bank Act (NBA) (2003)

Financial Market Supervision Act (FINMASA) (2007)

Financial Market Supervision Act (FINMASA) (2007)

Federal Financial Services Act (FinSA) (01.01.2017)

Financial Market Infrastructure Act (FMIA) (01.07.2017)
Financial Institutions Act
(FinSA) (01.01.2017)

PfG6)
(1930)

VAG4) (2004)/
VVG5)(1908)

CISA3)
(1995)

BEHG2)
(1995)

BankG1)
(1934)

PfG6)
(1930)

VAG4) (2004)/
VVG5)(1908)

Anti-Money Laundering Act (AMLA ) (1997)

CISA3)
(1995)

BEHG2)
(1995)

BankG1)
(1934)

Anti-Money Laundering Act (AMLA ) (1997)

1) BankG: Bankengesetz; 2) BEHG: Börsengesetz; 3) CISA; Collective Investment Schemes Act; 4) VAG: Versicherungsaufsichtsgesetz; 5) VVG: Versicherungsvertragsgesetz; 6) PfG: Pfandbriefgesetz
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Timeline of FinSA & FinIA
Entry into force expected in 2017/ 18 but depending on progress in parliamentary debate
June 27, 2014

March, 2015

November 4, 2015

Federal Council launches
consultation on Federal
Financial Services Act
and Financial
Institutions Act

The Federal Council took note of the outcome of
the consultation on both bills. It also reached
initial decisions on the direction of impact and
instructed the Federal Department of Finance
(FDF) to prepare the dispatch by the end of 2015.

The Federal Council
has adopted the
dispatch on the
FinSA and on the
FinIA to the
Parliament.

2014

Slide 6

2015

The legislative
acts are currently
in parliamentary
debate, after
adoption of the
dispatch by the
Federal Council

2016

2017

2018

October 17, 2014

June 24, 2015

2017/ 2018

End of
consultation
period

Federal Council establishes core principles:

Expected entry into force

•

Asset managers to be prudentially supervised by an
independent and industry-backed organization

•

Client advisers are required to obtain sufficient training and
continuing professional development

•

Solving the issue of enforcement costs
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Main topics covered by FinIA

Financial institutions in scope of FinIA

Security firm

FMC2)

Regulatory demands

Supervisory intensity

FINMA

Banks1)

Managers of collective assets

Rules of
conduct

ISA3)

Prudentially supervised

FinIA’s aim is to regulate the supervision of all financial services homogenously

Trustees

The license cascade:
FinIA will introduce a straightforward
hierarchy of the specific licensing
statuses:
•

Higher level licenses automatically
contain permission to perform
activities of lower level licenses

•

Banks will no longer need to have an
additional securities dealer license

•

Fund management companies (FMC)
are not included in the cascade
(specialized activities, FMC activities
need to be segregated from the
banking activity/ securities dealer
business)

•

Trustees are also facing a special
status and are to some extent outside
of the hierarchy. Only banks and
security firms are allowed to perform
the activities of trustees without
additional authorisation

Portfolio managers

Investment advisor, distributor, broker, intermediary

Portfolio managers and trustees are supervised by a supervisory organisation under the Financial Market Supervision Act of 22 June 2007
Managers of collective assets, fund management companies and securities firms are supervised by FINMA
1) Banks remain regulated by the banking law; 2) FMC: fund management companies; 3) ISA: independent supervisory organization(s) other than FINMA
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Main requirements of FinIA
Some requirements are applicable for all financial institutions
FinIA thematic areas…

Organisational
requirements
& ombudsmen

International
business

• Identify, measure, control and monitor risks (incl. internal control
system)
• Establish appropriate corporate governance rules
• Affiliate to an ombudsman

• Provide the guarantee of irreproachable business conduct
• Possession of a good reputation and have the specialist qualifications
necessary for business conduct

FinIA
Liability and
criminal law
provisions

… and key topics covered

Guarantee of
irreproachable
business
conduct

Besides the authorization and supervisory regime
there are common provisions1) within FinIA which
need to be implemented

• Liability of the financial institutions and their bodies
• Liability of delegated tasks to a third party (financial institution and
management company)
• Criminal provisions (custodial sentence or a monetary penalty)
• Supervisory authority needs to be notified before:
– Establishing, acquiring or closing a foreign subsidiary, branch or
representation;
– Acquiring or surrendering a qualified participation in a foreign
company

1) Art. 4 ff. FInIA
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Main topics covered by FinSA

Which financial services fall under the scope of FinSA and what are the major topics?
Financial services

Key topics
not exhaustive

FinSA applies to financial service
providers who provide financial services
on a professional basis in Switzerland or
for clients in Switzerland1)
Financial

services2)

Client
segmentation

are:

Client advisers

• Acquisition or disposal of financial
instruments

Information &
documentation duty

• Receipt and transmission of orders in
relation to financial instruments
• Administration of assets (portfolio
management)
• Provision of personal
recommendations on transactions
with financial instruments (investment
advice)

Suitability &
Appropriateness

Prospectus & key
information doc

Organisation &
ombudsmen

• Granting of loans to finance
transactions with financial
instruments

1) Art. 3 lit. e FinSA 2) Art. 3 lit. d FinSA
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What are the challenges?
Key topics

Client
segmentation

Client
advisers

Information &
documentation duty

not exhaustive

Requirements

•

Retail clients, professional clients, institutional clients

•

Opting out and opting in

•

Client advisers must have sufficient knowledge and
expertise

•

Client advisers need to get training and continuing
professional development

•

Register of Swiss and foreign advisers not subject to
supervision

•

Client information (ex-ante)

•

Client documentation (ex-post)

Key questions
•

Have you flagged your clients properly?

•

Is your client profile sufficient to meet the future
requirements?

•

How do you onboard your clients as of today and how
will that change in the future?

•

Have you trained your client advisers correctly?

•

How did you ensure continuing professional
development?

•

As a Swiss or foreign adviser not subject to
supervision have you registered yourself?

•

How will you inform the client about the financial
instrument offered and the associated risks and costs
before executing the transaction or service?

•

Have you start with the re-design of the client report’s
(e.g. financial services agreed and provided)?

The transparency obligations under the topic «Information» will include the disclosure of 3rd party payments (inducements) and will shake up classic
advisory business models. We expect to see a shift form a indirect product fee to a direct client fee for the Service provided
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Main requirements and potential questions (2/2)
What are the challenges?
Key topics

Suitability &
Appropriateness

Prospectus & key
information doc

Organisational
requirements

not exhaustive

Requirements

•

Clients' knowledge and experience

•

Clients' financial situation, investment objectives,
knowledge and experience

•

Duty to publish a prospectus (exemptions possible)

•

Financial instrument offered to retail clients need to
have a KID

Key questions
•

Have you conducted an assessment of your
distribution capabilities

•

Is your S&A tool fit for purpose

•

Have you evaluated the possibility to implement
suitability on portfolio level?

•

Have you evaluated data availability of your financial
instruments and products offered?

•

How do you handle critical time to market financial
instruments?

•

Will you produce the KID by yourself or via a third party
provider?

•

Set internal regulations and an appropriate
organisation of operations

•

Have you implemented internal regulations and an
appropriate organisation of operations?

•

Training of staff, involvement of third parties

•

•

Connection to an ombudsmen

Do you know that you are liable for the he
completeness and accuracy of the client information?

If not already implemented, the implementation of a Suitability and Appropriateness framework on product or portfolio level requires sound distribution
platforms, data architecture and availability. The implementation comes with an effort, that is often underestimated
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Regulatory overlaps
Overview of key topics covered by FinSA and MiFID II
Regulatory overlaps

not exhaustive

Regulatory overlaps and specialities

MiFID II

FinSA
MiFID I

FinSA covers most aspects of MiFID I
• Swiss firms may have not already
implemented MiFID I
 Implementing FinSA will automatically
take care of MiFID I requirements
FinSA vs. MiFID II
• MiFID II is the evolution of the already
existing MiFID I regime
• MiFID II and FinSA diverge regarding
certain regulatory requirements

•

Independent vs. non-independent advice

•

Third country access

•

Ban on inducements for independent
advice

•

Information on ongoing suitability
monitoring

•

Information re costs/charges of
components of packaged products

•

Suitability & Appropriateness1)

•

Client classification1)

•

Enhanced fee transparency

•

•

Enhanced documentation/ reporting
requirements

Duty to inform client on firm, license and
scope of services1)

•

RM education

Financial research/ marketing material1)

•

•

Ban of retention on inducements for
portfolio management

•

Execution-only services not possible in
combination with loans

•

Narrowed „execution only“ exemption

•

Inducements allowed in nonindependent PM

•

Some differences concerning
execution-only regime

•

Registration of relationship manager

•

Different approach of categorizing
customers

Strong alignment of FinSA and MIFID II is required to ensure EEA market access for Swiss domiciled financial service providers
1) Already covered by MiFID I
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Contact information

Weisshorn Consulting AG
Huttenstrasse 6
8006 Zürich
info@weisshorn-consulting.ch
+41 44 492 20 24
www.weisshorn-consulting.ch
Follow us on linkedin
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Disclaimer
This publication has been written in general terms and therefore
cannot be relied on to cover specific circumstances; application of
the principles set out will depend upon the particular
circumstances involved and we recommend that you obtain
professional advice before acting or refraining from acting on any of
the contents of this publication. Weisshorn Consulting AG would be
pleased to advise readers on how to apply the principles set out in
this publication to their specific situation. Weisshorn Consulting AG
accepts no duty of care or liability for any loss effected to any
person acting or refraining from action as a result of any material in
this publication.
© Weisshorn Consulting AG. All rights reserved.

